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In the next few days, as the wave of beasts continued to erupt, the scout team in the

defensive camp kept going out to detect the small wave of beasts nearby. However, in
order to ensure the survival rate of the scout team, there were three teams of 18 people.
action.

Even so, the death rate of the scout team has remained high, with members of the scout
team dying almost every day.

Lu Yuan understood better that the 60% mortality rate of the green hair and squinted

eyes was not just talking about it.

There are really so many.

That is, Lu Yuan's team, because of Lu Yuan's existence, no one has died so far.

No way, Lu Yuan's various hole cards emerged one after another, even in the face of
the wave of fierce beasts, they could still retreat.

Even when they were patrolling, they encountered a Tier 4 fierce beast, and finally they
were dragged by Lu Yuan with various trump cards. Until the deputy commander of the
guards, the red-haired beauty arrived, he would take Tier 4 The fierce beast killed.

This also made Lu Yuan famous in the entire 257 area, and almost everyone knew Lu

Yuan.

Lu Yuan heard people call him Lingjing Warrior many times, after all, he had too many
hole cards.

There were also many scout teams who wanted to join their team, and they all begged
Wang Jiashu, the commander of the 1st regiment, and even the head of the regiment
Green Hair, who squinted his eyes.
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…………

Four days later, the military region, the corps commander's office.

Green-haired squinted Luo Xiu looked at the letters on the table, couldn't help rubbing
his forehead, and sighed slightly.

Just then, the office door was knocked.

Luo Xiu narrowed his eyes and glanced at the office door:

"Come in."

The office door opened, and the red-haired beauty deputy army commander Tracey and
the mechanical one-eyed deputy army commander Jiang Ming walked in.

"Legion commander."

The two greeted each other.

Tracy raised her eyebrows when she saw Rosie frowned slightly, and asked curiously:

"Legion commander, seems to be a little distressed?"

Luo Xiu gave a wry smile, put the letter in his hand on the table, and then said:

"Isn't it because of Lu Yuan? Their scout team has a death rate of 0% so far. How
many scout teams want to team up with them? After sending me a message before and

was banned, now someone requests me with a traditional letter. "

Hearing this, Jiang Ming's mechanical eyes rolled, and the eyebrows of the other eye
wrinkled slightly:

"Because of this, I kept asking the legion commander to evade responsibility. It would
be too greedy for life and fear of death. It was not done by soldiers."

Luo Xiu smiled: "This time the beast crowd is not good, and the death rate of the scout
team is too high. This is also an unavoidable thing. I can understand them. However,
even so, there is only one person in Lu Yuan after all..."

He shook his head and sighed.



Tracy couldn't help but curled up his mouth, showing a slight smile.

"Lu Yuan... this genius camp classmate is indeed a bit unique. Before, he was able to
hold a Tier 4 low-level leader for nearly a minute until I rushed over."

Hearing this, Luo Xiu and Jiang Ming couldn't help but nodded.

They were already shocked by Lu Yuan's performance during this period.

"Legion commander, what are you looking for with us this time?"

Jiang Ming asked.

"Well... this time there is indeed something big."

Luo Xiu frowned slightly.

When the other two heard this, their eyes condensed, revealing a trace of solemnity.

After being silent, Luo Xiu said:

"This time there are traces of alienation in the animal tide, so the night watchman and
other reinforcements have been invited over, and now they are about to arrive."

"Are reinforcements coming soon?"

Upon hearing this, a touch of surprise appeared on Tracy's face:

"I heard that there is a big battle on the front line almost every day. The imperial and
king-level fierce beasts have attacked the fortress almost again and again. The pressure
on the strong frontline may be extremely great. It is a good thing to be able to solve the
problem of the source of alienation as soon as possible."

Jiang Ming put his arms around his chest: "It's not just that they are under great pressure,
why don't we do that."

Rosie and Tracy acquiesced.



The pressure on the defensive camp is also great. After all, all the small beasts passing
by the defensive camp area need to be stopped as much as possible. This is not a simple
task.

There are now small beasts three or four times a day.

Luo Xiu smiled and said:

"I hope that the source of the alienation can be dealt with as soon as possible, and the
beast tide should be quickly subdued by then. However, since we are ready to work on
the source of the alienation, there may be more beast waves in the future, and even a
general attack will be launched. You two need to pay attention. ."

When Tracy and Jiang Ming heard this, they both nodded.

…………

Front line fortress, city wall.

A group of strong men are waiting for something.

The leader was not a blond man, but an old man with white hair but an unusually strong
figure.

With his hands on his back, he looked at the sky with sharp eyes.

Behind him, the blond man and Si Tingyu were all there.

At this moment, more than ten streamers changed the sky and finally landed in front of
them.

The head was an old man with gray hair, wrinkled face and black robe.

The vitality behind the old man is extremely strong, and Li Qinghe is also there.

After landing, she glanced at the strong man in front, and finally saw Si Tingyu, raised
her eyebrows at Si Tingyu, and cast a wink.

Many people looked a little weird after seeing this scene.

Si Tingyu: "..."



She was expressionless, her eyes twitched slightly.

The strong man headed smiled at the moment and greeted him:

"Hahaha, Old Monster Li! It's been a long time since I saw you."

The shadow war emperor Li Xinghai also laughed:

"Old Monster White Demon, I haven't seen you so, do you want to invite me to drink?
Your insect king brew..."

"No! Not a drop!"

Before Li Xinghai's words were finished, the white demon war emperor Rafael
Harold's expression changed drastically, and he spoke quickly.

The smile on Li Xinghai's face also closed, and the atmosphere of the two suddenly
became silent and stiff.

Seeing that the atmosphere between the two was wrong, the blond man quickly let out
a dry laugh:

"Two seniors, why don't you go to discuss business matters first?"

"Yes, this time I'm here to do business, Mr. Li, drinking and mistaking things."

Rafael nodded.

Li Xinghai didn't say much, his face became serious, and he said:

"Let's go, tell me the details."

…………

In the evening, Lu Yuan spent a rare rest in the dormitory.

In the past few days, Lu Yuan was exhausted.

Because of his relationship, their scout team's detection effect is quite good, and no one
died, so their tasks are relatively heavier, and the battles they face are more intense.



Even Lu Yuan was a bit tired.

Not to mention other people, Grote and the others went straight to the room to rest as

soon as they came back.

However, even though he was tired, Lu Yuan was still a little happy.

After all, his gains this time are not small.

Basically every day their team can find such a wave of beasts.

With their first experience, Lu Yuan and the others would hide farther when they
spotted the beast tide, but they have never been spotted again.

Until the vanguard comes, and then everyone cleans up the tide of beasts.

Naturally, Lu Yuan would also do it. Every time he burst out with powerful force, he
could kill a few hundred beasts every time.

Discovering the military merits of the beast tide coupled with the military merits of
killing a large number of fierce beasts, Lu Yuan has gained a lot every day.

Lu Yuan felt that in a while, maybe he could just collect a million credits and save up
all the credits.

Just when Lu Yuan fell into a beautiful imagination, the sound of his mobile phone
broke his dream.

Lu Yuan opened it and saw that it was Li Qinghe's call.

Lu Yuan raised an eyebrow and connected to the phone:

"Hello, Sister Qinghe?"

"Hehehe, brother destiny, guess where is the sister?"

Li Qinghe's laughter came.

When Lu Yuan heard this, he was taken aback for a moment, and then showed a
strange look.



"Since you have asked so... won't it be on the southern line of defense?"

"As expected of my destined brother, you guessed it."

It really is?

Lu Yuan had some doubts:

"Sister Qinghe, what are you doing in the southern defense line?"

"There has been an alienation situation in the endless mountains, of course I came to
investigate."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan widened his eyes, a little worried:

"You alone? There are emperor-level fierce beasts in the endless mountains, right?"

Hearing Lu Yuan's concern, Li Qinghe, who was in Si Tingyu's dormitory, narrowed
his eyes with a smile. In Si Tingyu's helpless eyes, he patted on Si Tingyu's bed,
shaking his feet.

"How is it possible? This time my old man is here too, and we went together."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief.

Although Lu Yuan had never seen the old man of Li Qinghe's family, that was the
Emperor of War, and he hunted an emperor-level beast at the gate of the genius camp,
so his strength should be very strong.

With Sister Qinghe's father present, Lu Yuan was also relieved a lot.

Li Qinghe lay on the bed, with the corners of his mouth raised, and said with a smile:

"Why? So worried about sister?"

"Then of course, who made you my sister Qinghe?"

Hearing this, Li Qinghe smiled happily.

The Secretary Tingyu at the side heard the conversation between the two and looked
speechless.



I don't know why, I always feel a little full.

Li Qinghe glanced at Si Tingyu's speechless expression, smiled and said:

"This time the elite team going to the Endless Mountains is not only my sister and me,
but your beautiful tutor will also go."

Hearing that Li Qinghe called her a beautiful mentor, Si Tingyu was taken aback, and
then gave Li Qinghe a little embarrassed:

"Why are you called a messy name again?"

Li Qinghe smiled and squeezed his phone, and said softly:

"Do you want me to prescribe my exclusive title in front of my fate brother?"

As soon as Si Tingyu heard Li Qinghe's exclusive title, he became stiff and stopped
talking.

When Lu Yuan heard Li Qinghe's words, he was a little surprised.

"She's going to be the mentor too?"

"Yes, we went together."

"Then you pay attention to safety."

"I know, I know."

"..."

The two chatted for a while and talked about the current situation of Lu Yuan. After
knowing that Lu Yuan's mouth corner was performing quite well in the scout group at
the defensive camp, Li Qinghe was in a better mood.

When Lu Yuan hung up the phone, he lay on the bed, frowning slightly, and his face
became a little dignified.

"Find the source of alienation?"



If there is a source of alienation in the endless mountains, if it is found, it will definitely
cause a big disturbance.

At that time, I am afraid that the animal tide will be more intense.

Lu Yuan sighed, "I don't know how many guards will die by then."

After the guards were killed, they would hold a cremation ceremony and take the relics
and ashes back home to their families.

During this time, Lu Yuan saw too many deaths and participated in many ceremonies.

Every time he participated, he felt a little uncomfortable in his heart.

But he has nothing to do.

With his strength, to keep his teammates is already doing his best.

Lu Yuan sighed again.

When I become the emperor of the war, I will level the restricted area.

When there is no animal tide, so many people will not die.

…………

Two days later.

Camp 257, in the mountains.

Team 22, Team 1 and Team 18 are patrolling the surroundings together.

At this moment, there was a deafening roar in the distance.

The earth shook violently, and a terrifying breath rose in the distance.

Lu Yuan, who was patrolling, were already extremely vigilant. At this moment, their
eyes widened, their bodies tightened, and they looked up to the sky.

Afterwards, everyone's eyes widened.



Obviously it is daytime, but on the horizon, it is dark.

In this darkness, there are still strands of weird green light flowing.

The horrible breath was transmitted from the darkness.

"That... what is that?!"

Yang Qiu's voice trembled a little, everyone stared at the sky in the distance.

"In broad daylight... how can there be no sun over there? How can it be night?"

Grote also had a shocked face, and he was a bit deceptive.

Lu Yuan was also a little dazed.

Then he remembered the conversation between Li Qinghe and him two days ago.

He widened his eyes: "Is that the emperor fighting?!"

Before, Li Qinghe told Lu Yuan that he would go to the endless mountain range to find
the source of alienation~www.mtlnovel.com~ Now it seems that the source of

alienation has been found, right?

Lu Yuan was a little scalp numb, is this the battle power of the Emperor of War? !

Day turns into night, can it be called Dou Zhuan Xing Yi?

It's too ridiculous.

Moreover, the endless mountain range is so far from here, they can even feel the violent
vibration.

If it is near the combat area, how terrible is it?

I'm afraid he can't even bear the aftermath, so he just got cold right?

At this moment, Luyuan's Evolution Cube suddenly and quickly shook.

The direction of the vibration is the direction of that piece of night.



Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, his eyes widened, a little startled.

This is the biggest shock of the Evolution Cube.

It should be caused by foreign objects over there.

If it could kill the foreign object, I'm afraid it could also absorb that strange thing.

But soon Lu Yuan laughed.

Kill the alien?

Does he think he died fast enough?

A warrior-level boss!

Maybe he is gone after one glance at him.

"War emperor?! Is there a war emperor fighting over there?"

Hearing Lu Yuan's words, the others were taken aback, and then looked at the direction
of Dark Night with some shock.

The aloof War Emperor, they had never even seen it, let alone saw the battle of the War

Emperor.

Unexpectedly, now I can see the battle at the level of the emperor.

This makes them a little excited.

But soon, in the mountains, countless fierce beasts roared frantically, and terrifying
auras came one after another.

Everyone's face changed drastically.

"Oops! Beast tide! That battle caused a fierce beast riot?!"

Feeling the violent aura of many fierce beasts, Grote hurriedly said:

"Quick! Go back! Back to the camp!"
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